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Text collections

Contemporary collection: The published Acts of 
Parliament(1989-1995) of The Netherlands

As 'Staten-Generaal Digitaal'(SGD)

Historical collection: The 'Database Digital Daily 
Newspaper'(DDD) (1918-1946)

In old Dutch spelling 'De Vires-Te Winkel'



  

OCR systems

Commercial:
Abbyy FineReader, Nuance OmniPage

Open-source: 
previously named Tesseract, now called 

OCRopus



  

● TWC02: one year 
newspaper corpus, 
covering 2002 
(born-digital)

● SGD: Staten-
Generaal Digital

● Het Volk: a 
newspaper in the 
DDD



  

Exact values



  

● TWC02: one year 
newspaper corpus, 
covering 2002 
(born-digital)

● SGD: Staten-
Generaal Digital

● Het Volk: a 
newspaper in the 
DDD



  

Example for word 'regeering'



  

Insertion, Deletion, Substitution

Insertion: 'regeering' → 'regeeriing'

Deletion: 'regeering' → 'regeerng'

Substitution: 'regeering' → 'regecring'



  

Transposition, Multi-C, Multi-NC

Transposition: 'regeering' → 'regeeirng'

Multi-C: multiple contiguous error
'regeering' → 'regeermg'

Multi-NC: multiple non-contiguous error
'regeering' → 'rcgecring'



  

Statistics



  

Statistics



  

TICCL

Unsupervised, scalable, fully automatic 
– no training, largely language-independent.



  

Anagram Hashing

Use a bad hashing function to get all word strings 
in the corpus, that have the same subset of 

characters.

Assign them a large number as index



  

Nummerical value for a word string

For characters use ISO Latin-1 code value
A → 41 → 65  
Z → 5A → 90
a → 61 → 97
z → 7a → 122



  

Example

'regeering' = 
114^5 

+ 101^5 
+ 103^5 
+ 101^5 
+ 101^5 
+ 114^5 
+ 105^5 
+ 110^5 
+ 103^5

= large number



  

Anagrams will be identified through their common 
numerical value produced by the bad hash 
function. These are called 'angram hash'.

The unique numerical values are called 'anagram 
values' (AV) and 'anagram keys'

Anagrams



  

AnagramValueAlphabet

This Alphabet contains singel values that refer to 
a single, a combination of two or three characters

(more are possible)

a-zA-Z
aa, ab,ba, ...

aaa, aab, aba, baa, ...



  

 Contains all AnagramValues present in the focus 
word

FocusWordAlphabet



  

How it works

For substitutions:

Substract value from FocusWordAlphabet
Add value from AnagramValueAlphabet



  

Example

Focus word 'regeering'
Minus AV 'e'
Plus AV 'c'

 OCR-errors:  'rcgeering', 'regcering' and 'regecring'



  

Insertions

Also substitution:

Subtract zero
Add a value from AnagramValueAlphabet



  

Deletions

Also substitution:

Subtract vlaue from FocusWordAlphabet
Add zero



  

Transposition

The value doesn't change



  

Execution

The system do all substitutions for all values of 
AnagramValueAlphabet and all values of 

FocusWordAlphabet for a FocusWord and so it 
retrieves all focus word variants up to LD 3



  

Normalization

Up to now the SGD had 187 different characters

All text is lowercased

All punctuation marks, except hyphens and apostrophes, are 
rewritten as a '2'

All numbers are rewritten as a '3'

Uppercased diacritic characters are rewritten as '4' (Ö,Ü,Ä)

Lowercased diacritic characters are rewritten as '5' (ö,ü,ä)

After normalization there are 32 characters left



  

It returns the variants in pairs:

(focusword, retrieved variant)

Result



  



  

Evaluation

True Positives, False Positives, False Negatives

Recall, Precision

F-score
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